24. Thula

Andante \( \frac{4}{4} \) = c. 84

Zulu (anonymous)

E \quad B \quad F_{\text{min}} \quad E

\text{Descant}

\text{Mid}

\text{Bass}

Thu-la, thu-la, thu-la, thu-la.

Thu-la, thu-la, thu-la, thu-la.

Thu-la, thu-la, thu-la, thu-la.

Thu-la, thu-la, thu-la, thu-la.

Thu-la, thu-la, thu-la, thu-la.

Thu-la, thu-la, thu-la, thu-la.

Thu-la, thu-la, thu-la, thu-la.

Thu-la, thu-la, thu-la, thu-la.

Thula (too'-la) = “hush.”

Guitar chords are included for rehearsal;
“Thula” sounds best sung \textit{a capella.}
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